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NEW QUESTION: 1
How does the process of systems auditing benefit from using a risk-based approach to audit
planning?
A. Auditing risk is reduced.
B. Controls testing starts earlier.
C. Controls testing is more thorough.
D. Auditing resources are allocated to the areas of highest concern.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Allocation of auditing resources to the areas of highest concern is a benefit of a risk-based
approach to audit planning.

NEW QUESTION: 2
your application connects to two REST services that list details about bank offices. One REST
service uses a postal code as a GET parameter and returns a detailed list of bank offices in that
postal code. The other REST service uses a city name as a GET parameter and returns a detailed
list of bank offices in cities with that name. the application uses data pages to cache details
about bank offices. Which approach do you use to populate a data page with a list of bank
offices in a given postal code from the REST service?
A. Configure a REST connector data source. Configure the REST connector to reference the
postal code from the work object using the Request Data Transform.
B. Configure a REST connector data source and pass the parameter page to the connector.
Configure the REST connector to reference the same parameter in the query string for the Get
method.
C. Configure a REST connector data source. Set the Endpoint on the Data Source to reference
the postal code parameter value at the end of the URL.
D. Configure a REST connector data source and pass the postal code parameter to the Request
Data Transform. Configure the REST connector to use the postal code in the query string for the
Get method.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

HOTSPOT
You are the data steward at your company.
Duplicate customers exist in a Microsoft Excel workbook. You create a Data Quality Services
(DQS) knowledge base and matching policy to identify these duplicate customers.
You need to identify the duplicate customers.
Which option should you use? (To answer, select the appropriate option in the answer area.)
Answer:
Explanation:
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